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Scam Alert: Google Links Work from Home Scam by Hot Business Market

Aug. 3, 2009 - PRLog -- You may have seen the ads to make $5,000 from home posting links of Google.
You've seen the websites with pictures of "real" people who make $5000 or more working from home just
posting links on Google." You've even seen the pay checks and other "proof" that it's real. But is this work
from home job legitimate? 

See an example of an internet scam work from home scam

The answer is a resounding "NO!" This work from home job is run by Hot Business Market, of 5348 Vegas
Dr. Suite 22, Las Vegas, NV 89108. They are a real company, but their work from home job is not a real
opportunity.  It is a simple assemblage of false claims, bad and misdirected marketing (but effective) that
preys on people who are out of work. 

They lure you in with a $1.95 charge that anyone can afford, but then they charge you $81.32 a month, if
you don't cancel in 7 days (and some say within 6).  Here's a page that advertises this internet scam work
from home scam.

This posting links from home on Google work from home job seems to good to be true, and it is. The site
has no useful information on it at all, in fact you can not even find the information that allows you to post
links on Google. That's because it doesn't exist. 

There is no way to post links on Google and get paid directly by the company. That part of it is an outright
lie.  There just isn't a single piece of information anywhere on the site about this part of their work from
home job opportunity. 

The enticing $1.95 trial has caught many of us. It's such a low risk, why not at least see what it is all about?
 

In the fine print, Hot Business Market from Las Vegas Nevada hides a secret charge, a membership cost to
a pathetic website which lists absolutely no helpful information. You could call them up at 866-620-8803
and ask for more information, but you won't get it. 

So, don't buy into Hot Business Market and their post links on Google work from home offer. It will cost
you $81.32 in the end, plus the $1.95 lure fee. It's a membership fee to a pointless site that won't make you
any real money online. If it did, why wouldn't they be doing it?

It's hard to imagine how this internet work from home scam is legal, but it is. There isn't one claim in their
advertising that they could substantiate. There is no way to post links on Google and make money from
home. You are responsible to read the fine print. 

This product will cost you $81.32 a month. It is a major work from home scam.

There isn't any information about posting links to Google and making money on Hot Business Market's
websites. It is all about Ebay and other methods of making money online. This work from home job scam
gets people every day however. 

They only give you 6 days to cancel, then you are charged $81.32. Hot Business Market is trying and
succeeding in ripping people off.
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